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summit hydraulic  
powerpak (with 
accumulator) ac
Available options:

 + A choice of working pressures
 + AC operation
 + Motor starters
 + Filters, gauges and  

quick couplings
 + Larger hydraulic reservoirs
 + Custom support structure
 + Electrical control panels  (SS panel 

c/w switches + indicator lights)
 + PLC Control
 + Single or multiple valve operation
 + Indoor or outdoor system

summit hydraulic  
powerpak ac
Available options:

 + A choice of working pressures
 + AC operation
 + Motor starters
 + Filters, gauges and  

quick couplings
 + Larger hydraulic reservoirs
 + Custom support structure
 + Electrical control panels  (SS panel 

c/w switches + indicator lights)
 + PLC Control
 + Single or multiple valve operation

 + Indoor or outdoor system

The Summit hydraulic power unit design begins with standard gear pump(s), 

motor(s), accumulator(s) and reservoir choices.  Based on customer specific 

requirements, options are integrated into the design accordingly. 

Summit provides start-up services 
and HPU training on how to setup 
and maintain your system.

Summit provides Installation, Operating, 
and Maintenance (IOM) manuals for 
detailed and safe operation.

Field installation in an outdoor cold 
weather environment.

PowerPAK

With over 20 years of industrial, 

mining and oil sands experience, 

trust Summit Valve and Controls to 

deliver reliable solutions to meet 

your engineered hydraulic power 

unit requirements.
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A partial list of available options includes: 

+ AC, DC or AC/DC power supply

+ Electric control panels

+ Advanced fieldbus communication options

+ Fail safe options

+ Local and/or remote controls

+ Built in safety features and work lights 

+ Single or multiple directional control valves

+ Indoor or outdoor rated systems

+ Stationary or portable units

When do you need a Summit hydraulic 
powerpak?

Whenever a reliable supply of high pressure 

hydraulic fluid is required to drive hydraulic 

cylinders in heavy duty thrust applications (ie 

valves, positioning systems, other services)  

usually in remote locations where pneumatic or 

electric actuation systems are not feasible.

summit powerpak dc

Available options

 + A choice of working pressures

 + DC operation 

 + Motor starters

 + Filters, gauges and quick couplings

 + Larger hydraulic reservoirs

 + Mounting bracket (to valve or 
support structure)

 + Electrical control panels (SS panel 
c/w switches and indicator lights)

 + Single or dual valve operation

 + Outdoor system

 + Remote and/or local controls

 + Safety lighting /labels /locking valves
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